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Multi-cloud data integration strategies have empowered organizations to 

allocate their data workloads across multiple cloud environments as they are 

driven by numerous benefits, potential cost savings, and protect their data 

from the risks associated with a single cloud environment. 

Adopting multi-cloud data management services uplift the organization's 

operating model. With a conducive data architecture, migration plan and 

road map, organizations could use relevant data and distribute it within the 

layers of the organization swiftly while saving hours of hustle. 

By 2024, 45% of IT spending on system 

infrastructure and application software will 

shift from traditional solutions to cloud . 
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Multi-cloud as the name suggests refers to the deployment of data into more 

than one cloud provider. Multi-cloud deployments can leverage benefits from 

machine learning, data management as SaS services or other PaS services 

making IT, predictive while allowing business teams the ability to deliver 

quadruple results. Multi-cloud data integration services have elastic on-demand 

infrastructure which results in agile business operations with reduced costs. 

Unlike On-Premise infrastructure that tends to depreciate with time, a 

multi-cloud platform provides swift performance and quicker yet meaningful 

data insights. 



hy shift from the 

Traditional Approach? 
Let's look at some of the challenges that organizations tackle every day 

IT] 
Big Capital Investments in Data Center Skills 

On-premise infrastructure requires a huge investment in hardware and 

software. It further requires a spacious room for its infrastructure and a 

dedicated IT team. This infrastructure not only depreciates with time but 

doesn't guarantee uptime. Organization's Investment in highly skilled 

and trained professionals for extra support to the IT team is spent on 

managing the infrastructure and servers which contributes less to 

business value. 

[}] 
The Risk of Outdated Technologies 

With the advent of modern technologies, On-Premise infrastructures 

have become more of a burden than relief. It affects the organization's 

agility, isn't easily scalable, reduces scope for innovation, and affects 

ROI in the longer term. Further risk towards a data breach, inefficient 

data analysis, heavy investments in human resources adds up to the list 

of reasons why on-premise software doesn't fit the fast-paced digital 

era. 



IT] Disparate Data Architecture

Maintaining On-premise data architecture is not for the faint of heart. 

With various steps beginning from data collection through disparate 

sources to structuring and cleaning it, to ETL , to data storage, and 

then analysis; this process of manual reconfiguration is not only time-

consuming but requires a highly skilled IT team that could keep the 

process moving, a task that can be completed swiftly by automation. 

0 Fixed Depreciating Infrastructure

With on-premise infrastructure, organizations often complain about the 

outdated versions of software that makes customized upgrades a far 

fetched dream. This restricts them from taking advantage of security 

upgrades and further leads to insubstantial digital transformation, 

limited data sharing with employees amongst different layers and 

restrictive collaboration. 



What are the current 

ata ana ement 
Trends and Why Do The 4 Major Industries Need It? 

According to the industry leader Gartner, ''Multi-Cloud 
strategies will reduce vendor dependency for two-thirds 
of organizations through 2024''. 

• Retail Industry

As per Fortune Business Insights, "The global retail cloud market stood at USO 

11.89 Billion in 2018 and is expected to reach USO 39.63 Billion in 2026, 

exhibiting a CAGR of 16.3% during the forecast period." 

The digital era has made customer engagement a never-ending process, which 

benefits retailers by keeping them updated on customer needs even before they 

arise. Multi-cloud data integration software assists retailers in compute, storage, 

and building electronic warehouses to derive meaningful insights for the 

decision makers by managing a cohesive database of current and historical 

data. With an automated digital experience, retailers can successfully provide 

omnichannel services . 

• Media Marketing Agency

Statistics laid out by NetApp suggest, "By 2023 the entertainment industry 

market size is expected to grow by 23% to a value of $2.6 trillion". To accelerate 

optimization, media agencies can execute data pipelines on multi-cloud 

platforms using data objects and/or scalable Spark platforms giving users the 

ability to leverage augmented multi-cloud services. With an agile and scalable 

software, the agencies can utilize transformed multi-cloud technologies and 

obtain the benefits of cost reduction on licensing and the advancement through 

increased productivity. 
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Rawcubes is an invigorating data management software provider for 

data-driven companies, offering a one-stop platform for data integration, data 

analysis and data management. 

• Rawcubes assists organizations modernize their Data

• Transforms data technology investments

• Reduces the cost of maintaining jobs in legacy systems

• Automatically Develops and Segments Data

• Eliminates the need to stitch together multiple data tools

• Automates data pipelines.

Innovation has made Cloud the destination and our proprietary 

software DataBlaze, the catalyst. 



DataBlaze is Rawcubes proprietary data management software for integration, 

data preparation, and analytics. It assists organizations to consolidate data 

from disparate sources, including near-real to real-time streaming data, and 

enables them to derive insights without writing a single line of code. 

Problem statements 

Aging and expensive 

data warehouse 

platform 

Proprietary 

transformational

technologies 

Outdated collection 

of technologies 

Constrained flexibility 

for analytical platforms 

Why DataBlaze 

Microservice architecture of DataBlaze provides code free 

integration to utilize multi-cloud compute, storage, and build 

electronic warehouses with PaaS/SaaS/laaS services like 

Redshift, Big Query, and/or Azure data lake. 

Outcome: Reduce TCO by 60% and Increase

productivity by 30% 

DataBlaze' agile EL T transformation pipelines are executable 

on multi-cloud platform using Data Objects and/or scalable 

Spark platform giving users the ability to leverage optimized 

cloud services. 

Outcome: Reduce licensing cost by 30% and Increase 

production by 60% 

Reduce the cost of maintaining jobs on legacy systems with 

DataBlaze and gain the ability to separate storage from compute. 

This makes multi-cloud architecture conducive to execute 

intensive resource processes while removing the high cost of    

run time and upkeep. 

Outcome: Reduce support and run cost by 60%  

DataBlaze can deploy data using multi-cloud pipelines which 

enables analytical teams to leverage services from various cloud 

providers. It builds optimized analytical platform through a code 

friendly integration platform. 

Outcome: Decrease deployment time by 40% and Increase 

productivity by 100% 



DataBlaze1 incorporates multi-cloud strategies 

efficiently and assists organizations to create a 

mark in the industry. 
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It is a micro service-based platform that enables various organizations to 

leverage native services from major cloud providers. An automated platform 

that conceptualizes well with infrastructure (IaS) as a code. It can be deployed 

on an elastic and self-service multi-cloud infrastructures and can dynamically 

shrink and grow while adjusting to the amount of data load. 

For instance, DataBlaze can use Athena for Data processing instead of Spark 

from either open source or DataBricks. 



More than just a software 
Additional Features Of DataBlaze 

DataBlaze doesn't just contribute to your organization's operations but also 

assists your data analysts acquire valuable and meaningful insights without 

writing a single line of code. It saves time, increases efficiency and builds data 

through multi-cloud that drives organizations towards growth. 

• A knowledge graph-based data platform (built on Machine Learning) for 

faster and easier discovery and interpretation of data

• It is highly scalable with dynamic publishing of data pipelines on to target 

runtime, e.g. AWS EMR, Databricks, External Spark Runtime

• Seamless and automated on-premise to cloud migration connectors

■ Full load (Example, Teradata to Amazon Redshift, Teradata to 

BIGQUERY, Teradata to Azure SQL, Azure Synapse, or Azure Cache)

■ Incremental loads

Bi-directional data exchange

■ Supports multi-clouds

• NLP based technical meta-data mapping to enable augmented data insights

• Machine learning pipelines to execute analytical models

• Scheduling, Monitoring, and Audit Control





Use Case on Multi-National Clothes 

Manufacturers 

This case study depicts how the manufacturers migrated their data from 

TeraData to AWS Redshift by multi-cloud adoption. Below are the problem 

statements that DataBlaze assisted with: 

• The manufacturers struggled with their existing data platform which was

expensive and fell short to leverage efficient innovative data management 

solutions. 

• Excessive dependency on expensive and niche resources to identify and

deploy data sets for analytics teams 

• Customers faced incessant challenges to identify data sets for testing and

operationalizing analytical models. 

• An exceeding amount of dependency lied on business data SME's to map

new and existing data sources to the data sets/models. 



Case 

Description 

Benefits 

0-3 month

Optimized M ulti-Cloud 

adoption by migrating 

data from TeraData to 

AWS Redshift 

o Enhanced data gover

nance by leveraging 

multi-cloud run times by 

keeping the sensitive          

data on premise.

o Re-wrote/ rationalization 

with new logic in target 

cloud technology

o Developed roll out 

strategy for AWS 

Redshift & retained 

Teradata warehouse as 

phase 1

o Reduced migration

eff art by 50%

o Reduced TCO by +60%

for their data platform

� o Increase productivity &
� governance with

DataBlaze no code

Integration feature by

30%

3-6 month

Enhanced data 

warehouse by adopting 

multi-cloud data pipelines 

and enhanced analytical 

models 

o ETL code and 

consumption model to 

leverage on-premise, 

AWS Redshift and 

Azure ML environment

o Converted all mission 

ETL Jobs to run on 

AWS Redshift

o Converted ML models 

& associated code to 

leverage Azure ML 

advanced libraries.

o Decreases deployment

time of analytical model

by40%

o Increasing productivity

of data engineers, data

scientist and business

users by 100%

6-9 month

Established accurate 

mapping of technical 

metadata to enhance 

analytical models for 

operational efficiency 

o With  DataBlaze' 
Knowledge Graph 

feature, built business 

taxonomy for manufac

turing processes

o Created business/

technical catalog for 

their multi cloud 

environment by merg

ing on-premise and 

AWS Redshift sources

o Successfully deployed 

inventory, order, and 

value change 

management models

o Increased accuracy of
data set creation while

adopting multi cloud

environment by over

35%

o Data scientists receive

data sets 80% quicker

without human errors

so they can val id ate

their hypothesis





Why the Shift Is Important 

A shift from contemporary on-premise data storage towards multi-cloud data 

management offers various benefits to organizations. Besides, cutting down on 

operational costs that are otherwise spent on housing the infrastructure in a 

capacious warehouse, multi-cloud also ensures that data is collated from 

disparate sources efficiently. Multi-cloud has the potential to bring a 

considerable change to organizations in terms of data deployment, data safety, 

maintenance cost, and more. It could be a turning point especially for 4 major 

industries namely retail, marketing, manufacturing, and oil and gas. 

Rawcubes' Datablaze leverages the benefits of multi-cloud to offer an effective 

data management solution comprising of data automation, reduced 

dependency on legacy systems, ingesting data from diverse sources resulting 

in increased productivity. Moreover, the machine learning based knowledge 

graph provides precise and actionable data for easy interpretation by data 

analytics. 
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